
PORTABLE OZONE 
SANITIZATION SERVICES
Evoqua’s portable ozone sanitization services offer a low-cost 
convenient alternative to heat or chemical-based sanitization 
methods. Ozone is one of the most powerful advanced disinfection 
technologies for the sanitization of water purification systems.          
It is  also considered to be one of the fastest and safest.

Ozone has been used in the disinfection of water systems for over
120 years. It is excellent at breaking down or inactivating Total 
Organic Carbon (TOC), microorganisms, and endotoxins, and 
because it has high solubility in water, it effectively reaches every 
part of the water system. Ozone can be quickly converted to oxygen 
with UV and also naturally decomposes, so there are no residual 
chemicals left in your system.

Evoqua offers a portable solution for our customers who want the 
benefits of sanitizing with ozone, but without the capital investment. 
Simply contact your local Evoqua Service Branch to get started.

How do Portable Ozone Services Work?

Step 1: Evoqua will survey your site to evaluate your system’s 
compatibility and tolerance for ozone.

Step 2: An ozone sanitization service proposal is prepared that 
describes the scope of the service, an estimate of how long the
service should take, and a price.

Step 3: Once the proposal is approved, Evoqua will schedule
the service, visit your site, connect the portable ozone system
to your system, and sanitize.

Portable Ozone Sanitization
Services Advantages:
•    Faster sanitization/less down-time
•    Eliminates risk and cost of
      residual chemicals
•    Environmentally friendly
•    Safe to use with integrated
      instruments controls
•    Turnkey sanitization solution

Portable Ozone Sanitization
Services Applications:
•    Pharmaceutical manufacturing
•    Medical device manufacturing
•    Cosmetics manufacturing
•    Food & beverage manufacturing
•    Circuit board manufacturing/coating
•    Healthcare facilities
•    University laboratories
•    Clean rooms
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Services

Evoqua has over 70 local service branches in North America with 24/7 
support available through our emergency hot-line. Customized plans allow 
you to decide the level and frequency of service that best suits your needs. 
Our team of highly trained service experts provide peace of mind that your 
water will be the quality you require every time you need it.

Evoqua Acquires Pacific Ozone Technology, Inc.

Evoqua recently acquired Pacific Ozone Technology, Inc., a leading 
manufacturer of advanced ozone disinfection systems, testing products and 
support services for a wide range of industrial applications. This acquisition 
adds new technology to the Evoqua portfolio and further accentuates our 
industry-leading capabilities in the water treatment market.


